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Senior Staff FAE OBC DCDC

Job description
Senior Staff FAE OBC DCDC

 In your new role you will:

To provide regional 2nd level (local expert) technical support for OBC/DCDC 
applications and/or systems to secure Infineon’s products design in/win at 
customers.

To support ATV marketing to define OBC/DCDC application roadmap and drive 
innovation trends.

To collect general technical information from customers in Great China region 
and work together with regional marketing team on defining holistic approach 
(technical and marketing) for go-to-market in the region.

To capture OBC/DCDC system requirement from customers in the region, in order 
to define requirements for new Infineon products.

To make technical documents and training material on the system level and to 
implement training to internal and external.

Creation of system DEMO kits and all necessary supporting documents.

Closely monitoring, studying and analyzing competitors’ products in order to 
create fighting guides on the system level.

To develop new and creative ideas with added value for potential new Infineon 
system chip set solution to enhance Infineon marketing leading position.

Profile
 You are best equipped for this task if you have:

Master’s degree in automotive electronic, power electronic, automation 
engineering is required.

Min. 10 years of experience in electronics industry, preferable in automotive, with 
focus areas: products development, system engineer in Tier1s.

Min. 3+ years of experience in OBC/DC-DC products development.

Knowledge of power conversion topologies, discrete/module power device, 
microcontrollers, communication and sensors used in automotive application.

Being familiar with microcontroller application in power control system. Being 
familiar with Infineon AURIX MCU is preferred.

Experience with Functional safety and ISO26262 is preferred.

Demonstrate the strong ability of continuous knowledge improvement.

Demonstrate the ability to act decisively based upon data and experience.

Demonstrate the willingness to learn new knowledge and quick catching up.

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Demonstrate the willingness to learn new knowledge and quick catching up.

Good customer communication/presentation skills, and good English 
communication skills Team work, High-level of self-discipline and innovative.

Benefits

 Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Wide range of training Shanghai, :
offers & planning of career development; International assignments; Different 
career paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual 
Contributor; Flexible working conditions; Medical coverage; On-site social 
counselling and works doctor, in Wuxi only.; Provision of health tips, health 
knowledge sharing, annual medical check; Employees in Shanghai are entitled to 
use a gym located close to the office for free; On-site canteen, in Wuxi only.; 
Private insurance offers in some sites.; Wage payment in case of sick leave; 
Corporate pension benefits in some sites.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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